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Thf* following prtthlcm has arisen in the study of graphs. 12 ttices and finite topolc~gics. Is there a 
t -fact4Irizntian of K:,, the complete graph on 2n points, such that the union of every pair of 
distinct l-factors is a hamiltonian cnrcuit’? in this paper it ts noted that on K:,, 1 s n s 5, there ic, 
up ts relahelling, only ant: L-fixtarizstion of the reyuirod yp. On K,: and whenever there are 
odd primes p,q 5 3 such that p + 1 = 29, there m-e at Iem two different sach I-,factorizatiuns. 
These results are obtained by computing symmetry groups. The symmetr) groups obtained are 
Frobenius groups af maximal order (ix., sharply 2-transitive groups) axid direct products of thew 
groups with the group of ordex 2. 
0. Int reduction 
A l-factorization of KLn, the complete graph on 2n points, such that the unit)11 of 
every pai: of distinct l-factors is a hbrniltonian circuit, is called perjkct. The question 
of existence of perfect I-factsrkations has arisen in the study of graphs [:3, 91, 
lattices [S] and finite topologies [ 13. The problem apparently first surfaced in 1 H] and 
certain results af that paper were rediscovered in [ 11. At present, K,, is the first cue 
for which thte existence questicrn is unsettled. 
If &, has ill perfect I-factorization, one may ask how many different perfect 
1-factorimtians &,, has. In this paper, WC nate that an &, 1 s n 6 5, there is, up to 
relabelIing, exactly one perfect l-facaarixatian. Xn trying to answer this question of 
larger values af n, it is natural to consider certain invari,ants associated ?,vith 
Icfactorizations. “‘he symmetry group is an obvious c&ice far study. The symmetry 
groups of the two general consructions crf perfect l-factorizations in [ 11 (here 
designated as GK,,r and GA+,p an odd prime) are computed and allow us to 
conclude that if 2n = 12 or if 2rt = p + 1 = 29 where p, 9 3 3 are primes, then IL, 
has at least two di erent perfect l-factcrrizations. The computation of Sym(GA, . ,) 
has proven useful elsewhere [l(I)]. 
The G/L,?, canstructisn is 8 kind sf doubling of the GK,, 1 constructian. ill is 
satisfying that the algebra mkrors the: graph theory in this respect. For p 2~ 7, 
Sym(OK,, + t) turns out to be ;a Frobenius grt;,wp of degree p atnd order B (p -. 111, a 
K-metaqclic group in the terminology of [41. Fclr p 3 7, Sym(GA&! is the dkct 
product of Sym(C&, , L) with X2, the grcmr af order 2. For p =: 5, Sym(GA W) is I:h@ 
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direct cprodllct 
Sym(GK,) has 
of the Frobenius group of degrele S and or?er 20 with &, but 
order 60, not 20. For p := 3, %yun(GA6) =t Sym(GK& 
7%~ technical terms of graf:h theory will be used as in f?]. If G is a l-factorization 
of Ka,,, then G = GI, GI, . . . , GZlp .J is a collection of (2n - 1) l-factors of Kz,,, SZH 
wilS denote the sy metric group on the vertises af Kxn. If II E .!LH, then W(VI, 21~) = 
(II( 17(Q). Many of the functions considered here are elements of the pair 
raup that acts ot‘l the 2-subsets of Kz, [7; p. lSS]. In spite of this definition, we she11 
abuse the notation by wri;ing U[G,]. Since (3, is a family of doubletons, this 
notation should cause no problems. U[G] will denote (n[Gi]: I G i s 2n - 1). 
nftfoa 1,l. S;+pose G and H are f-factorszations of KzP and PI E !Szn. Then 
HfG] = If ift’ for any i, 1 s i Gn - 1, there is a j, 1 G j e 2n - 1 such that 
llfG,] t= HP 
nition 1,2, Suppose G is a l-factorization of K2,,. Then t%z full symmetry group 
sf G,F’S(G), is 
(II: II E Szn and lI[G] = G}, 
Note that if l7 E H(G), then I2 induces a permutation p on the l-factors of G. 
Definition 1.3. Suppose (3 is a I-factorization of &,,. The symmetry group of 
G,Sym:G), is the set of ail p such that some II in J?S(G) induces p. The natural 
functiort from I??(G) to Sym(G) will be denoted by P. 
Pm*mition 1.A. if G is a 1 -factorization of K 2m then FS( G ) and Sym( G) me 
grmps and P : FS(G)-+ Sym(G) is Q homomorphism. 
In the cases of prime importance here it turn’s gut, as will be shown later, that P is 
WI lisomorphi:im. 
t is not ha!rd to show that the. convcerse of this proposition 3s fake. One may um 
ther invariants asmziatcd with i-bactorizatians to &aw that qmme&~ 
nalt tell all or utitizc a geners;! type of ~~~~t~~~t~~~? [3f. 
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DefMtion 1.6. Suppose cf is a 1 -factorization of &,,. Then FPM(G ; i, j; k, na ) will 
denote the 
(u: cr E .%,,c@,] = G/ and +I&) = (3,). 
Furthermore, PM(G ; i, j; k, m ) witi denote 
(ar:arEFPM(C;i.j;k,m)andcrE);‘S(C;)). 
It is assumed in these definitions that i# k and hence jic m. 
Prcrpositioa 1.7. lf G is a 1 -factorimtian of K2, and I Q i, j. k, m G 2n - 1, then 
(i) FPM(G ; i, i ; k, k ) is a gruup with subgroup PN(G ; i, i ; k, k ), 
(ii) [F]PM(G; i, j; k, m) is a wset of fF]PM(G; i, i; k. k) in SZn or is empty. 
We record some elementary facts about the groups defined above to shorlen <XII 
computational work later. It is easy to verify that the unique (up to relabelling) 
I-fautczizttions of K2, K, and K, are perfect and that P is an isomorphism in the & 
cuse onty . 
Propasiticrn 1.8. Suppose G is an 1. -factorization us Kznr 211 > 6, and 
f E [f&r(P)- (id}_!. Than 
(i) f is a product of n p&Wise disjoint transpositions, 
(ii) ceacla transposition of f splits the 1 -fuctws czf G that do not contain the given 
tranqwsiti~m as an edge iptto pairs whose 2-factor union contuins a 4-cyck 
PwR%. One easily shows that f has no fixed points and then that f has a 
transposition. The conclusions fallow without difQcuIty. 
Converse@, if G is the l-factorization of K 1o arising from the Steiner triple 
system of order 9 [1X9 p. Scl], every union of two l-factors contains a 4cycle, but 
nevtxthelcss P is an &morphism as WI: see by (ii) of the following resuilt. 
Pro& Obviously (i) frrM+ws from Proposition 1.8. If f is in [Kr=r(P) - (id)],, choose 
8 l&ctor G;r, of G such that ncj edge of C.& is also a transposition of J Then f must 
pair the edges of Gk so that n is even [IO]. 
Rasa has noted that if n is even, it is 4xisy to conMruct a B -faotorization of t&, 
such t!~: P is rrat an isomsrphiatn. Notice also that by Proposition 1.8, P is an 
isorr&xphism if G ha a subfamily of a -I- f factors such that the union sf any two of 
tfr~:m is 9 h;lmHtanian circuit. 
Rx&t 1,4a<+;orizatioors havea very nice property that makes the computation bq 
han$ of their g,roups of symmetries not impossibly tedious for small values of 2n. 
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Tkwem 1.10. Suppose G is a I-factorization of Kzn swh that the unions of pairs 
(CL Gk ) and {Gil G, 1 a!re both hamiltonian circtrits. Zf a E FPM(G ; i, j ; k, m ), &en 
a is completely determined as soon as a single pair (I, a(r)) is specified. 77~4s 
fTM(G;i, j;k,m)[ = ht. 
Prmf. The pair (I, a(r)) gives us starting points on the two hamiltonian circuits. 
Each move to an adjacent vertex on the one path forces a move to an adjacent 
vertex on the other path and so determines another pair of (1~. 
‘The above result clearly remains valid if the pairs { Gi, Gk) and { Gj, G,} belong to 
ditkrent l-f3actorizations. It also allows us to put an upper bound on the order of 
the symmetry group of a perfect l-factorization. 
Corollorpy 1.1.1. If G iz a perfect 1 -factorization of Kzm then 
1 F?i(G)I s 2n(2n - 1)(2n - 2). 
The Eollokng minor modificatjon of a standard result is a useful computational 
aid. If G is a I-factorization of .&, and G, is a l-factor of G, let T(i) be the 
transitivity F&t containing Gi in !iym(G). 
I 
IJ 
Pra~~~i(ioa 2.12. Suppose G is it f-factoriratjon of Kz,! and Gi, Gj are distinct 
I-factors such that G, E T(i) and T(i) is do&ly transitive w a subset oj Sym(G). !f 
IF?;(G)/=c(c - l)=IPM(G;i,i;j,j)l. 
We now look at some general constructions of I-faci.orization:s of I&,. 
Definition Li3. Suppose p is an odd prime and 2n = p -I- 1, Label the points of Kxn 
by O,I,... ,p - 1,~ 2nd for i,S& i s p - t , define G, 21s follows. 
Gl = {kp) rJ {{x, ,y): ,K + y = 2i (mod p)). 
Then GIL,, = {G,: 0~ i <p - I}. 
Note that WL: have changd:d subscripts on the l-factors. Instead of subscripting the 
I -factors as ‘5,, G2,. . . , Gzn + we now use Go, G1,. . 1 , Gp -* = Cts-+ The? reason for 
&is change wvi13 become apparent shortly. In [ 1,13] it was verified that whenever p is 
an odd prime, GK,, I is a perfect Lfact0rization of KP++ 
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XGi = ((x, Y). x + Y s 2i (mod p)}, X*G, :=’ ((x *, y “) x * + y * 2~ 2i (mod p)), 
OG, = (i,(p - i - I)*}U XC, U X*G,,.+,, GIG = {OG,: 0s i <II’ - 11. 
If i# (a - 1)/2, then 
ICjr={{x,y”}:xfy*= 2i (modp)}U({x*,y}: x*+ y =Zi (mod&}, 
IG==(IG,:Ucigp-land+@-V)/2). 
Then GA, =OGufG. 
In [I] it was verified 
l-factorization of Kzp. 
I’heormn 1.15. If G and 
that if p is an odd prime, then GA2, is a perfect 
W are perfect l.-fastorirations of Kznr 1 s n s 5, then thew 
is a ll in Sz:, such that R[G j = H. 
Pru~f. This is easy to verify for &, Ka and Kg. Wallis [ 12) has done the appropriate 
computations for Ka and the result on Klo has been .gerified by computer. 
The above theorem cannot be extended to Klz. The table in [2] gives a perfect 
l-factorization of Krp that is not a relabelling of G&. As a matter of fact, it is now 
known that Klz has at least four different perfect l-factorizations. 
2. Compuhtisns on GK,+1 and GA2, 
If $ and p are elements of E?(G), then S - p signifies the transformation /3 
followed by 6. In the computation of Sym(GKP+l), we will use the notation of 
Definition 1.13. 
Define permutations on the points of Kzh as follows. For 1 s: I s p - 1, 
47$) = 
i#p (i + l)(mod p), i#p 
and p(i) = 
l - . c- P P* c= P. 
L4lmms 2.1. The foll42wing statements ark wfid. 
(i) p, CJ, E FS(G&,), 
‘* (ii) 0 S i ?Iz p - I implies PEGi] G Gi+lf*&p), 
(iii) 0 s i g p - 1 implies CF, f Gi] = Gri(modp), 
(iv) SymfGKd is a doubly transit&e permutution group, 
(Y) iY~‘~‘a;~=p: 
I?~Q#, Statements (i), (ii), (iii)? and (v) are verified by a straightfeirward check of the 
&taifs. l%r~w (ii) shows that Sym(G&,) is transitive and if Symo(G&,) is the 
subgroup of Sym(GL,) that fixes Cr *a, and r is a primitive root of p, then (iii) shows 
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that Syn@&,) is transitive so that Sym(G&,) is doubly transitive. 
Let U denote the unique l-factorization of Kz. 
Proposition 2.2. The folio wing statements hold. 
(i) 1 FS(U)f = 2, Sym(U) = 54; 
(ii) 1 F$(@&)I = 4!, Sym(GK,) = S,; 
FS(GK6)I = 1 FS(GA6)/ = S!, Sym(GK,) = Symi(GA,J = S:s. 
We now proceed with the computation of Sym(GA,+& where p 3 7. Lemma 
2.I(iv) shows that 1Sym(~GK,,,)I ap(p - 1). WC shall show that 1Sym(GK,+,)j = 
p(u - 1) and that Sym(GKP+i) s a Frobenius group. It wil suffice to show that only 
the identity in Sym(G&.+,) :fixes two l-factors, We do the computations in 
$5(GK,+,) since P is an isomorphism. Suppose cy E FS(GK,+,j and CT fixes two 
l-factors. Cleariy we may assume or E PM(GK,,+l;O, 0; 1,l). We ;uuld verify that 
PM(GK,,,;O,O; l,l)= {id) by deriving formulas for the elements of 
H’M(GK,+,; 0,O; 1, I). But this is lengthy and we use instead a result of Gross [6, 
proof of Theorem l] which shrews that if u E FS(GK,& then CT@) = p. But we 
know that this uniquely specifies CX. 
Theorem 2.3. 1’ p is a prime, p 2 7, then 
(ij fFS(GI&)/ = fSym(GK,+J = p(p - I), 
(ii) Sym(GK,, I) is Q Frobenius group [ 1 l] of degree p and maximum order, 
(iii) if r is a primitive root of p, then p and a, generate this group. Sym(GK,, :) is 
K-metacyclic (4, p. 3 11. 
We turn to the computation of Sym(GA& We will use the natation of 
Ddinition 1.14 and assume p 2 5. Define permutattonls on the points of Kt, as 
follows. For I s r s p - 1 
CU, (x) = (- rx - I)*(modp) . A(x)= (x f l)(modp) 
a&*)=(---r)(modp) ‘and A@*)=@- l)*(modp). 
Lemma 2.4. The following statements are valid. 
(i) 4 a, E FS(GA+,); 
(ii) A!13GiJ = OGi,,r-,P, and A fixes IG * 
(iii) a,[OG,j= OG~i~p)and~,[Z+G~]= I& where 2j 5~ -[2ri + r+ l](modp)* 
(iv) (a,)* = (ap_J = id; 
9 
ary I fim exactly 06, and IG ; (Y~ fixes exactly OG ; 
&,I ifs is QI prim&e root qf p, then LT,-, 1 fG is a (p - 1) cycle M& cw,-, has srder 
p- 1; 
fvij if s is a primitive root of p, the4 
(fq)zfl*’ = ap4; 
_ ____ _. ___ L- _, I* .- -f .I , WC__, 
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Proof. In each case, the calculations are straightf’orward. 
Corolllary 2.5. 7he f&Vowing statements are ualid. 
(i) QG is a doubly transitive subset of C;A,,. 
(ii) IG is contaimd in a transitivity subset of GA,,. 
(iii) ff p and q a~ primes such that 2p = q -p I ) p > 3, then GAzy is not a 
relabelling of G&+1. 
Proof. if s is a primitive root of p, then A and cy, show (i) while CQ,_ verifie45 (ii). 
Since A has order p and p does not divide q(q - I),Sym(GA2,) and Sym(GK,,,) 
cannot be conjugate subgroups of Sq. 
It is apparently unknown if the famity of all pairs of primes p, q such that 
2p = q + 1 is infinite. 
NOW, our first goal is to compute ISym(GA& Once this is done, we will 
consider the structure of this group. The order coml,utation can be reduced to the 
problem of finding all elements of FS(GA,,) that take both QGo and OG, to 
themselves. 
We will use the indices p through 2p - 2 to refer to the l-factors in 1113. Suppose 
Wi jsp-2 and i#j. If 
&, = PM(GA,,;p + i,p + i;p +j,p + j), 
then by previous work we know that f 0, r, 1 E {1,2, p, 2~). But h, CY, _! E _Q+,,, h has 
order p and cr,-;, has order 2. Since q,_1 - h # A l q,_+ it follows that 
Lemma 2.6. If Osi, jcp-2 and if j, then&,, is the dihedral group of order 2p 
generated by A and a,+ 
By Coroltary 2.5 we know that either OG is a transitivity set or Sym(GA+) is 
transitive. Let Symo(GA+) be the subgroup of Sym(G%,) that fixes OGo. The 
known elements of FS(GA2,) and the fac:t that f IG I= f QG 1 en- 1, make it easy to 
verify 
brnma 2.7. If Sym(GA2,) ia: transitive, then Syrw,(GAJ,) is transitive and hence 
Sym(GA z,) is doubly transitive. 
If Sym(G&,) is doubly transitil-/e, then by Lemma 2.6, &I = 
fM(G&, ; 0, 0; 1,1) is the dihedral grcx.rp of order 2p. Since we willl show that 
IQ,,{ = 2, the computattion of fSym(GAz, )i is reduced to tihe computatilnn of 1 J’h, 1. 
Clearly S f= {id, QI ,} is a subgroup of &la It remains to pick an elejment 7 of 
Fp&f(GA,;&Q; 1, l)\S and show that this element is not in f&l. Suppose y is such 
that ~((a - I)*) = 2. we kns_w this completely determines ly. For p = 5, it is easy to 
show that r[O(&] e G/Izp For p Z= 7, one can apply the definitions to show that 
y(0) = p - 2, y(4)-6, 7(1)-O*, y(3)= 1. 
Finarlly suppssc s is a primitive boat af p and K = (A, a,), the subgroup af 
Synt(GA,,) generated by A and cx,. By Lemma 2+4(vi), f K 1 = p(p - 1) sm that K is 
normal in Sym(GA2,) and K i:f komorphic to Sym(CA,, ,), p ‘a “1. Everything in K 
can be expressed in the form Q :A *. Since each at fixes OC&,, the only way arr can be 
in K’ is if cyI E (er,). The only ekment of {al) that has order 2 is CI i=: (c#-? If 
(p - 1)/Z is even, then Q maps X to X and X* to X* SQ that a# cyl. if (p - 1)/Z is 
odd. then by Lemma 2.4(vi), o ==. by ,(F..ty2 = c+. 1 l Thus CT t $ K, Parts (vii) and (viii) of 
Lemma 2.4 make it easy to conclude that (cub) is normal in Sym(GA&). tit FP 
denote the Frobenius raup of degree p and order p(p - 1). Note that if p B 7, then 
FP ia isomorphic to Sym(GK,+,). 
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